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-On the first turn SPRING IN CHINA moved out checking ZIPPING HETTY then shortly after SURFING LASS moved out checking ZIPPING 
HETTY. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner DI CANIO. 
-On the first turn MAXIMUM STRESS moved out checking SPRING CARTER. 
-MAXIMUM STRESS was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND SUSPENDED FOR 1 MONTH ALL TRACKS.  
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner PSYCOTIC FURY. 
-On the first turn PLUNDER HAWKE moved out checking ASTON SIGRID. Entering the back straight LAUNCHING ran onto the heels of 
MY MATE BOOFA dragging it down then LAUNCHING moved out checking BULA TOP FUEL and PLUNDER HAWKE. 
                

     

   

-PANHANDLE SLIM was slow to begin. On the first turn MAZETTE moved out checking MADAM ONYX and BEN NEVIS.  
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start BERELUKE moved down checking EMERLEY STORM. On the first turn SPRING AND ALL checked off the heels of 
MARCO LEE. On the turn into the back straight SAGA BOY checked off the heels of AIMING. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner CAIRNLEA JET.  
-SHAE’S MAGIC was slow to begin. FLYING ELLEN stumbled shortly after exiting the starting boxes. On the first turn ZIPPING OLGA 
checked off FLYING ELLEN as YASTREB moved out checking FLYING ELLEN and EMERLEY MINE, then YASTREB moved back to the 
inside contacting the running rail. On the turn into the home straight CAIRNLEA JET was unable to find clear racing space behind ABUZZ, 
and was held up as a result. 
.-YASTREB was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

-Shortly after the start VELOCITY LILY moved down checking RANA ALLEN. Along the home straight for the final time CUMBERLAND JET 
moved down checking SHAKER BREAKER. 
                

     

 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HARBORMASTER. 
-MENZIES was slow to begin. Shortly after the start HARBORMASTER moved out checking BYE FELICIA, VICTA WINK and 
RHYNSTONE ROCKY. On the first turn HARBORMASTER checked off the heels of MATRICULATE.  



                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HAYRIDE MILLS.  
-FEELIN’ SEEDY went up with the lids at box rise. On the first turn PHANTOM HAWKE moved out checking DESERT MISSILE. Along the 
back straight PHANTOM HAWKE moved out checking SPRING BRUISER, then FEELIN’ SEEDY moved out checking DESERT MISSILE. 
                

     

 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HOPE’S BEAU 
-Entering the back straight STALKING STORM ran on the heels of BREEMELIA SWIFT. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after NATURAL FURY moved down checking FABRIENTAL and DE MEL ZARR, then ROSCO FIELDS moved down checking 
NATURAL FURY. On the first turn NORAH BALE checked off the heels of WHIP LEE. On the turn off the back straight NATURAL FURY 
ran on the heels of ROSCO FIELDS dragging it down. 
                

     

   

-There were no racing incidents to report.  
                

INJURIES MAXIMUM STRESS SPLIT WEBBING 1 MONTH ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS DI CANIO (R2) 
PSYCOTIC FURY (R3) 
CAIRNLEA JET (R7) 
HARBORMASTER (R8) 
HAYRIDE MILLS (R9) 
HOPE’S BEAU (R10) 

  

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   
 


